**DynaMed Plus™** is the next-generation clinical information resource that increases time to answer for the busy clinician. *DynaMed Plus* provides evidence-based content written by a world-class team of physicians who synthesize the evidence and provide objective analysis to help clinicians in their daily practice.

**Why DynaMed Plus?**

- Improve health outcomes and reduce health care costs by using the best available evidence for clinical decision-making.
- Feel confident in your diagnosis and treatment recommendation knowing you are using a trusted source created by physicians who are considered experts in their specialties.
- Keep abreast of the latest medical research with daily updates that adhere to a strict evidence-based methodology.
- Get answers to clinical questions on the go with fast and easy access on the *DynaMed Plus* mobile app.
- Get precise and relevant search results every time.
- Earn Continuing Medical Education (CME) credits.

**What will I find in **DynaMed Plus**?**

- Specialty Content
- Micromedex® Drug Content
- Overviews and Recommendations
- Clinical Calculators
- Alerts When Topics Change
- Easy Access From EHRs
- EBM Focus E-newsletter
- ICD-9 and ICD-10 Codes
- Practice Changing Updates
- Ability to Earn CME credits
- One-click Access to Full-text Articles
- Graphics and Images
Semantically enriched searching
Search by keyword to go directly to a topic or view a list of search results.

Content Spotlight
Content in this section is updated frequently to highlight clinically relevant news and information.

Evidence-based methodology

Recent updates
Quickly view a list of the most recently updated topic summaries.

EBM Focus Newsletter
Sign up for DynaMed’s free newsletter to receive updates on timely and significant changes from “articles most likely to change clinical practice.” Free CME credit is available.

Mobile
Register for the DynaMed Plus mobile app.

Filter search functionality
Filter search results by all results, images or calculators.

Linking navigation
View and select subsections of DynaMed Plus topics for direct access to specific sections within the search results screen.

Calculators
Go directly to a listing of calculators that can be browsed alphabetically or by type.

Search within text
Search for terms within the body text of topic summaries.

Internal topic linking
Easily jump to other related sections of a topic via embedded links.

Topic update
View the date the topic was last updated with a list of updated content.

Remote access
Register for remote access to DynaMed Plus using any browser or device.

Feedback
Send feedback to the editor.

Tools
Print or create email alerts for the topic.

CME
Earn continuing education credits.

GRADE
Recommendations are classified as Strong or Weak.

Full-text links
Access full-text medical journals quickly and easily (subscription required).